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We study the renormalization group flow in general quantum field theories with quenched disorder,
focusing on random quantum critical points. We show that in disorder-averaged correlation functions
the flow mixes local and non-local operators. This leads to a new crossover exponent related to the
disorder (as in classical disorder). We show that the time coordinate is rescaled at each RG step,
leading to Lifshitz scaling at critical points. We write a universal formula for the dynamical scaling
exponent z for weak disorder.
INTRODUCTION
Quantum critical points appear in many physical sit-
uations. These are scale-invariant continuous field the-
ories, that appear at long distances and zero tempera-
ture upon fine-tuning some parameters, and that control
many features of the corresponding systems with nearby
parameters and with finite temperature.
Some quantum critical points depend on the existence
of disorder, while others do not, and may (or may not)
still exist when disorder is present. We will discuss situa-
tions where the disorder is quenched (non-dynamical), so
that it may be viewed as a fixed background, varying in
space, for the physical system. One can then assume that
there is some probability distribution for the possible dis-
order configurations, and compute averages of physical
quantities over the disorder. In some (“self-averaging”)
cases these will describe the typical behavior, while in
other cases the variances may be large.
In this paper we discuss the renormalization group
(RG) flow of such systems. This is particularly inter-
esting in the vicinity of random critical points, where
disorder-averaged quantities have scaling properties that
are captured by critical exponents. We focus on general
properties of these flows, and do not discuss any specific
systems. We discuss only zero temperature properties,
though the same methods should be useful at finite tem-
perature as well. We do not discuss various instabilities
related to long-range fluctuations of the system, such as
Griffiths-McCoy singularities, and it would be interesting
to include them in our analysis.
Critical exponents are related to properties of local op-
erators in the theory. We show that the RG evolution
of these operators in disorder-averaged correlation func-
tions is non-standard. Operators which are non-local in
time evolve in an independent manner from the local op-
erators, and mix with them. This leads to new critical
exponents associated with the amount of disorder, analo-
gous to the crossover exponent φ in systems with classical
disorder.
We also show that the RG flow rescales time relative to
space, leading to Lifshitz scaling at disordered quantum
critical points, with invariance under x→ x/b, t→ t/bz.
We argue that the dynamical scaling exponent z may be
viewed as a (non-vanishing) beta function for a specific
coupling in the action of the disordered theory, and may
be computed perturbatively for weak disorder.
For some computations and for intuition we use the
replica approach to disordered field theories. Perturba-
tively in the disorder this is just a technical trick for
computing disorder-averaged quantities. Beyond pertur-
bation theory it would be interesting to understand the
implications of replica symmetry breaking for our analy-
sis.
A more detailed discussion of our assumptions and re-
sults may be found in the companion paper [1].
THE SETUP AND THE REPLICA TRICK
A particular realization of disorder is described by a
disorder field h(x) which specifies the disorder configura-
tion in the d-dimensional space parametrized by x (e.g.,
the distribution of impurities, or the strength of a back-
ground magnetic field). The disorder modifies the micro-
scopic interactions in the system in an inhomogeneous
manner. If the action of the pure system without disor-
der is S0, in the presence of disorder the action becomes
S = S0 +
∫
ddxdt h(x)O0(x, t), (1)
where O0 stands for the leading interaction that disorder
couples to (e.g., the order parameter when disorder is a
background magnetic field). Euclidean signature is used
in this entire Letter (using analytic continuation from
Lorentzian). For simplicity, we assume that the disorder
has spin zero, and that the pure theory is a relativistic
critical system; the generalization to other situations is
straightforward.
The disorder manifestly breaks space translations and
space-time rotations, but we assume that the probability
distribution P [h(x)] to obtain a specific disorder config-
uration is translationally and rotationally invariant. The
averages and all higher moments of observables are then
invariant under translations and space rotations, but full
relativistic invariance is not restored. Disorder averages
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2are denoted by X ≡ ∫ DhP [h]X. We focus on short-
ranged disorder correlations, such that for long distance
physics the disorder range can be neglected, and the
disorder at different points is statistically independent,
P [h(x)] = exp
[− ∫ ddx p (h(x))]. A commonly used dis-
tribution is the Gaussian one, in which p(h) = h2/(2v),
normalized to give unit sum over probabilities.
The replica trick presents quenched disorder-averages
using a limit of pure field theories. For the disordered
free energy we use the identity log(Z) = limn→0
(
∂Zn
∂n
)
,
where Z =
∫
Dµe−S is the partition function (Dµ stands
for the path integral measure in the theory). The replica
theory is defined by∫
DhP [h]Z[h]n =
∫ n∏
A=1
DµA e
−Sreplica , (2)
having n copies of the original degrees of freedom. Av-
eraged correlation functions in the disordered theory are
then related to n → 0 limits of appropriate correlation
functions in the replica theory.
For the Gaussian distribution the replica theory is
Sreplica =
n∑
A=1
S0,A−v
2
n∑
A,B=1
∫
ddxdtdt′O0,A(x, t)O0,B(x, t′).
(3)
As opposed to classical disordered systems, the quantum
replica theory is non-local in time, and therefore it is not
clear whether we can use RG methods. However, this
should be possible when n → 0, since we have a local
Wilsonian RG [2] in the disordered theory.
RENORMALIZATION GROUP FLOW WITH
QUENCHED DISORDER
In a pure field theory, the coupling constants λi run
and mix along the RG flow, and this is encoded in beta
functions βi(λj). There is a one-to-one mapping between
coupling constants and local operators Oi, such that the
action includes λi
∫ Oi, and the local operators also mix
with each other under the RG. At a fixed point βi =
0, and the derivatives of the beta functions encode the
anomalous dimensions of the local operators, which are
related to critical exponents.
A disordered theory is parameterized by the disorder
distribution P [h] in addition to the local couplings λi,
and for short-range disorder this is characterized by mo-
ments κi which multiply different terms in p (h(x)). In
a specific realization of disorder the couplings h(x) flow,
and this leads to a flow of the disorder distribution cou-
plings κi. In general, the flow generates disorder for all
coupling constants λi, with some general disorder distri-
bution whose parameters we will still denote by κi. Un-
der the RG flow, these parameters mix with the original
uniform couplings λi, to the extent that this is allowed
by the symmetries, so we have beta functions βλi(λj , κk)
and βκi(λj , κk). Disorder-averaged correlation functions
and thermodynamic quantities depend on all these cou-
plings, and all of their beta functions have to vanish at
disordered fixed points. Starting from a pure theory, the
most relevant deformation associated with the disorder
is the coupling v of (3), whose dimension at the fixed
point is d+2−2∆0, where ∆0 is the scaling dimension of
O0 at the pure fixed point. Assuming that O0 is the low-
est dimension operator allowed by the global symmetries,
we have ν = 1/(d + 1 −∆0), so the disorder is relevant
whenever ν < 2/d (this is known as the Harris criterion
[3]).
In the next section we show that disordered theories
have a special coupling constant related to rescalings of
time and to the emergence of Lifshitz scaling. In the
following section we then discuss the general mixing of
operators in disorder-averaged theories, and show that
this leads to a new critical exponent.
THE DYNAMICAL SCALING EXPONENT
In this section we show that the dynamical scaling ex-
ponent z behaves like an anomalous dimension of an op-
erator – it runs along the RG, and converges at a fixed
point to the anomalous scaling exponent. This is shown
to be equivalent to a geometric emergence of Lifshitz scal-
ing. The discussion is general and applies also to strongly
coupled theories; in fact it holds in any system (not only
with disorder) breaking relativistic invariance. Without
disorder the same relation of the dynamical scaling expo-
nent to running RG couplings was discussed in [4], with
some additional assumptions that do not hold in disor-
dered systems.
Consider the replica action (3). Whenever t′ is close to
t, we are allowed to use the operator product expansion
(OPE), replacing the product O0×O0 by a series of local
operators. There is one particularly interesting operator
appearing universally in this OPE, which is the energy-
momentum tensor Tµν . Let x stand for the space-time
coordinate. Around the pure critical theory, the coeffi-
cient of this operator in the OPE is given by
O0,A(x)O0,B(0) ⊃ cOOT δAB
cT
xµxν
x2∆0−d+1
Tµν,A(0), (4)
where cT and cOOT are the coefficients in the 2-point
function 〈TT 〉 and the 3-point function 〈O0O0Tµν〉, re-
spectively [1]. Performing the integral over t′ in (3), this
leads to an a-dependent (a is the lattice spacing) term
proportional to
∫
ddxdt T00,A(x, t), which is no other
than the Hamiltonian H integrated over time. Along
the RG flow the lattice spacing changes, and this term
flows (in particular, it is generated along the RG even if
it was not there to begin with). The effective action for
3Gaussian disorder is then given by
Sreplica =
∑
A
S0,A + h00
∑
A
∫
dtHA−
− v
2
∑
A,B
∫
ddxdtdt′O0,A(x, t)O0,B(x, t′)
(5)
with a running coupling denoted by h00. The new term is
equivalent to adding h00
∫
dtH to the original disordered
theory.
The integrated Hamiltonian term is actually equiva-
lent to a stretching of time. Indeed, by Noether’s theo-
rem, under an infinitesimal transformation x′µ = xµ+ µ,
the variation of the action is δS = − ∫ ddxdt ∂µνTµν .
Therefore, for an infinitesimal time dilation t′ = t(1 + )
we get precisely the new generated term δS = − ∫ dtH.
As a result, we can either think about the RG as a flow
including the coupling h00, or alternatively we can rescale
time to get rid of this term, with no h00 coupling. For
instance, for scalar operators, the correlation functions
in the two approaches are related by
〈O1(x1) · · · Ok(xk)〉h00 =
=
(
1− h00
k∑
i=1
ti
∂
∂ti
)
〈O1(x1) · · · Ok(xk)〉+O(h200).
(6)
Usually at an RG fixed point all beta functions vanish
and the coupling constants flow to fixed values. How-
ever, it turns out that a constant beta function for h00 is
also consistent with scaling, and indeed generically this
is what one finds at non-relativistic RG fixed points. At
each RG step we rescale the cutoff (the lattice spacing),
or, equivalently, we rescale the space and time coordi-
nates by x → x/b, t → t/b. If h00 has a constant beta
function βh00 , then under an infinitesimal RG step it
changes by h00 → h00 − βh00 log(b). Naively this means
that the theory is not invariant, but the discussion of
the previous paragraph implies that we can equivalently
keep h00 fixed but perform an additional rescaling of the
time coordinate by t→ t(1 +βh00 log(b)) ∼ tbβh00 . Thus,
we find that the theory is invariant under the modified
scaling transformation x → x/b, t → t/b1−βh00 , which
is a Lifshitz scaling transformation with the dynamical
scaling exponent z = 1−βh00 . If our original pure theory
has a Lifshitz scaling with a dynamical scaling exponent
zpure, then the same arguments give for the new fixed
point zrandom = zpure − βh00 .
To show how this affects correlation functions, we can
look at their RG flow in the replica theory. The RG im-
plies that when we change the RG scale M and simulta-
neously change the coupling constants (including v, h00,
and other possible couplings λi) and allow for anomalous
dimensions γ for operators, the theory remains the same.
Applied to correlation functions, this is called the Callan-
Symanzik equation [5, 6]. The n→ 0 limit of the replica
theory gives disorder-averaged correlation functions, and
therefore we find for connected correlation functions of
the lowest-dimension scalar operator O [7](
M
∂
∂M
+ βv
∂
∂v
+ βλi
∂
∂λi
+
+ βh00
∂
∂h00
+ kγ
)
〈O(x1) · · · O(xk)〉conn = 0.
(7)
Using the relation (6), the 2-point function at a quantum
disordered fixed point satisfies(
M
∂
∂M
+ γ∗t t
∂
∂t
+ 2γ∗
)
〈O(x)O(0)〉conn = 0, (8)
where γ∗t ≡ −βh00 and γ∗ is the anomalous dimension of
O at the fixed point. Let ∆ be the dimension of O at
the pure theory. The solution of (8) is determined up to
a function F to be
〈O(x)O(0)〉conn = M
−2γ∗
x2∆+2γ∗
F
(
Mγ
∗
t
x1+γ
∗
t
t
)
. (9)
This is indeed invariant under Lifshitz scaling x → x/b,
t → t/bz, with O having scaling dimension ∆ + γ∗ and
with z = 1 + γ∗t as above. Thus, γ
∗
t plays the role of an
‘anomalous dimension of time’.
For weak disorder, we can give a universal formula for
the dynamical scaling exponent. We assume that the
Harris criterion is saturated, ∆0 = (d + 2)/2, so that
v is dimensionless and we can use perturbation theory.
In this case substituting (4) in the v term of (3) and
performing the t′ integration gives the singular in a term
vcOOT
cT
log(a)
∑
A
∫
dtHA. (10)
The flow of h00 should be such as to compensate for
this lattice spacing dependence, giving the beta function
βh00 = vcOOT /cT +O(v
2). If we normalize the two-point
function of O0 to one, and use the conformal Ward iden-
tity to compute cOOT , we obtain at leading order in v
z ≈ 1 + v
2cT
(d+ 1)(d+ 2)
d
Γ ((d+ 1)/2)
2pi(d+1)/2
. (11)
This formula is valid for any theory with weak (marginal)
disorder. In particular, it reproduces the strongly cou-
pled holographic result in [8] and the weakly coupled re-
sult in [9]. In the former, z was computed using holog-
raphy, and here we see the field theory interpretation of
this, with the same numerical value.
Note that (11) used (3) in which Gaussian disorder is
assumed. However, it is still true for a generic disorder
distribution with variance v, since for marginal disorder
the corrections to (3) from higher disorder moments are
irrelevant.
4OPERATOR MIXINGS AND DISORDER
CRITICAL EXPONENTS
For classical disorder, the replica theory (2) is local,
and the moments of the disorder distribution are stan-
dard coupling constants of the replica theory. Thus
the disordered RG flow is an n → 0 limit of standard
RG flows, with general mixings of all couplings {λi, κi}
[10, 11]. In order to flow to a (disordered) fixed point, any
coupling related to the disorder must be irrelevant at the
fixed point. Since the couplings flow independently and
mix, the associated critical exponent is no longer directly
related to ∆0 (and to ν) as it was at short distances, but
rather there is a new crossover exponent φ, determined
by the dimension of the leading coupling related to the
disorder.
For quantum disorder the situation is different, since
the disorder couplings multiply non-local operators in the
replica theory. For Gaussian disorder there are two inte-
grations over the time direction (3), while k’th moments
of the disorder distribution multiply terms with k in-
tegrations over the time direction [12]. Naively, since
in such non-local operators the different O0’s are sepa-
rated in time, one may expect their renormalization to
be determined by that of the local operators O0(x, t). So
one may guess that the mixings of λi and κi described
above do not occur, and that the scaling dimensions of
non-local terms in the action like (3) are determined by
those of the local operators O0(x, t); there would then
be no independent critical exponent φ associated with
the disorder. We will show that these expectations are
actually not correct. Note that the non-locality leads to
non-renormalizable divergences for n 6= 0, but the theory
becomes renormalizable as n→ 0.
In fact, we claim that in disorder-averaged correlation
functions, general multi-local operators of the form
O1(x, t)
∫
dt2O2(x, t2) · · ·
∫
dtkOk(x, tk) (12)
with different values of k mix with each other. The inte-
grals of these operators multiply the λi and the κj , so this
gives rise to generic mixings of all these couplings. From
the point of view of the replica theory, where disorder-
averaged correlation functions of these operators are re-
lated to those of
O1,A(x, t)
n∑
A2,··· ,Ak=1
∫
dt2O2,A2(x, t2) · · ·
∫
dtkOk,Ak(x, tk),
(13)
such mixings appear naturally. When two operators in
(13) from the same replica Oi,A(x, ti) and Oj,A(x, tj) ap-
proach each other in time, there is a short-distance singu-
larity, and regularizing it leads to a mixing with another
operator Ok,A(x, ti); the resulting operator has one fewer
time integration than the original operator (13). We al-
ready saw an example of this in the previous section.
Conversely, the perturbative-in-disorder corrections to a
local operator Ok,A(x, t0) can be described by bringing
down a disorder interaction (3) from the action. There
is then a singularity when (say) t approaches t0 for arbi-
trary t′, and regularizing it requires mixing this operator
with Oj,A(x, t0)
∑n
B=1
∫
dt′O0,B(x, t′).
From the point of view of the disordered theory, such
mixings seem very surprising, since this theory is local,
and operators at different times cannot mix. This is true,
but in disorder-averaged correlation functions, the fact
that the disorder distribution is independent of time re-
produces this mixing effect, whenever the mixing of lo-
cal operators depends on the disordered couplings h(x).
For instance, consider a situation where some operator
Oi(x, t) mixes under the RG flow in a specific realiza-
tion of disorder with h(x)Oj(x, t), and suppose that the
disorder distribution is Gaussian. In such a situation a
disorder-averaged correlation function of Oi,
〈Oi(x, t) · · · 〉 =
∫
DhP [h]〈Oi(x, t) · · · 〉h(x) (14)
mixes with∫
DhP [h]h(x)〈Oj(x, t) · · · 〉h(x) =
=
∫
Dh(−v δP [h]
δh(x)
)〈Oj(x, t) · · · 〉h(x)
= v
∫
DhP [h]
δ
δh(x)
〈Oj(x, t) · · · 〉h(x).
(15)
But the derivative with respect to h(x) brings down from
the path integral of the disordered theory an operator∫
dt′O0(x, t′). So we find that correlation functions of
Oi(x, t) mix with those of Oj(x, t)
∫
dt′O0(x, t′). One
can show that such arguments account for all the non-
local mixings seen in the replica theory, so these are not
just artifacts of the replica description.
A specific implication of this RG analysis is that the
renormalization of the non-local replica operators related
to the κi is independent of that of the local operators. In
particular, the dimension of the disorder operator mul-
tiplying v in (3) is not directly related to that of O0,
but rather gives rise at a fixed point to an independent
crossover exponent φ, governing the effect of disorder at
and near that fixed point. We will give an explicit ex-
ample of this below. It would be interesting to mea-
sure this critical exponent at disordered quantum criti-
cal points. In order to flow to the disordered fixed point,
this disordered coupling must be irrelevant, but it is not
directly related to ν, so from this point of view the rela-
tion ν > 2/d is not required to hold at a disordered fixed
point. Nevertheless, there are independent arguments
that this relation must hold [13].
5AN EXAMPLE
We give a simple example showing explicitly that the
disorder operator (multiplying v in (3)) has an indepen-
dent scaling dimension, rather than being twice the di-
mension of O0. The model we use is a simple variant of
the one used in [9]; a real scalar field ϕ with disorder cou-
pled to ϕ2, related to the random-bond Ising model. But
we study this model for 4 space dimensions, where the
disorder saturates the Harris bound. The replica action
is
Sreplica =
1
2
n∑
A=1
∫
d4xdt
[
4∑
i=1
(∂iϕA)
2 + α(∂tϕA)
2
]
−
− v
2
n∑
A,B=1
∫
d4xdtdt′ ϕA(x, t)2ϕB(x, t′)2.
(16)
The need for the running coupling α in this case was
noticed in [9]. In fact it is a special case of our general
discussion above, since the Hamiltonian deformation in
(5) reduces to this action [1] with α = 2h00 + 1. The
computations below are performed with this action in
the n→ 0 limit.
A standard field theory computation gives the beta
function of v and its dimension [v] = 4v/pi2 + O(v2).
Therefore, the dimension of the operator Ψ(x) ≡∑
A,B
∫
dtdt′ ϕA(x, t)2ϕB(x, t′)2 has to be [Ψ] = 4 −
4v/pi2 + O(v2). On the other hand, computing the di-
mension of ϕ2 gives [ϕ2] = 3 − v/(2pi2) + O(v2). We
see that subtracting the dimensions of the time integrals
from 2[ϕ2] does not reproduce [Ψ].
Instead, we should consider Ψ as an indepen-
dent operator. We can alternatively compute its
dimension by considering the correlation function
〈Ψ(x)∑A1 ϕA1(x1, t1) · · ·∑A4 ϕA4(x4, t4)〉. In Fig. 1a
we show the tree level contribution to this correlation
function. At the next order we find the corrections of
Figs. 1b and 1c, which correspond to the anomalous di-
mensions of each of the ϕ2 factors in Ψ. The naive claim
that the dimension of Ψ is fixed by [ϕ2] corresponds
to taking into account only these corrections. However,
there are additional corrections shown in Figs. 1d and 1e
(there are no other diagrams contributing to the anoma-
lous dimension as n → 0). The sum of these corrections
gives precisely the value of [Ψ] above.
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FIG. 1: The diagrams contributing to the anomalous
dimension of the (non-local in time) disorder operator
Ψ. The solid lines are propagators, and the dashed lines
correspond to the non-local v interaction. The dot in
each diagram, with 2 dashed lines attached, represents
Ψ(x).
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